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Currently, one of the most challenging issues in modern neuroscience is learning-induced neural plasticity.
Many researchers have identified activation-dependent structural brain plasticity in gray and white matter.
The game of Baduk is known to require many cognitive processes, and long-term training in such processes
would be expected to cause structural changes in related brain areas. We conducted voxel-based analyses of
diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI) data and found that, compared to inexperienced controls, long-term trained
Baduk players developed larger regions of white matter with increased fractional anisotropy (FA) values in
the frontal, cingulum, and striato-thalamic areas that are related to attentional control, working memory,
executive regulation, and problem-solving. In addition, inferior temporal regions with increased FA indicate
that Baduk experts tend to develop a task-specific template for the game, as compared to controls. In
contrast, decreased FA found in dorsolateral premotor and parietal areas indicate that Baduk experts were
less likely than were controls to use structures related to load-dependent memory capacity. Right-side
dominance in Baduk experts suggests that the tasks involved are mainly spatial processes. Altogether, long-
term Baduk training appears to cause structural brain changes associated with many of the cognitive aspects
necessary for game play, and investigation of the mechanism underpinning such changes might be helpful
for improving higher-order cognitive capacities, such as learning, abstract reasoning, and self-control, which
can facilitate education and cognitive therapies.
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Introduction

Recent researches have suggested that, in adult brains, structural
neuroplasticity plays a crucial role relative to functional plasticity in
adaptation to the external environment and pathological conditions
(Driemeyer et al., 2008). Many studies have investigated structural
plasticity in human and animal brains. Animal studies have revealed
experience-dependent and lesion-induced structural plasticity in both
developing and adult brains (Butz et al., 2009; Keck et al., 2008). Studies
of neuroplasticity in humans have reported that activation-dependent
structural brain plasticity was associated with a transient and highly
selective increase in brain gray matter in elderly subjects who learned
three-ball cascade juggling (Driemeyer et al., 2008). Long-termmusical
training such as keyboard or piano practice, also caused regionally
specific structural plasticity in gray or white matter (Bengtsson et al.,
2005; Hyde et al., 2009), and several studies have reported associations
between meditation training and neuroplasticity, indicating that
meditation can improve attention and self-regulation (Lazar et al.,
2005; Luders et al., 2009; Tang et al., 2007). In addition, studies have
reported structural brain changes under many pathological conditions,
such as repetitive painful stimulation (Teutsch et al., 2008), amnesia/
multiple sclerosis (Manning, 2008), occipital lobectomy (Govindan
et al., 2008), chronic schizophrenia (Oh et al., 2009), and cognitive
behavioral therapy for chronic fatigue syndrome (de Lange et al., 2008).

Baduk is a traditional Far Eastern board game. It probably
originated in China or the Himalayas and is believed to be about
3000 years old; it has also been played in Korea for a long time
(http://english.baduk.or.kr). It is a game of skill and, thus, probably
involves many cognitive capabilities, just like chess, its Western
counterpart (Barrett, 2002; Yoshikawa et al., 1999). Baduk is basically
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Table 1
Demographic characteristics of Baduk expert and control groups.

Experts Controls Statistical analysisa

(n=16) (n=19)
T- or
χ2-value

df p-value

Sex (M/F) 14/2 13/6 1.793 1 0.181
Handedness
(right/left)

16/0 19/0

Age (years), mean
(SD)

17.25 (1.125) 17.95 (1.682) -1.460 31.530 0.154

Education (years),
mean (SD)

10.44 (1.209) 11.74 (1.851) -2.492 31.239 0.018*

Estimated IQ, mean
(SD)

93.19 (10.42) 101.21 (13.11) -2.016 32.910 0.052

Note. *pb0.05, a Independent t-test if the two groups had heterogeneous variances and
chi-square analysis for categorical data. df=degrees of freedom, M=male, F=female,
SD=standard deviation, IQ=intelligence quotient.
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a game of territory: the board, marked with a grid of 19 lines, may be
thought of as an area of land to be shared between the two players.
One player uses black pieces (called ‘stones’) and the other uses white
ones. A simple rule govern where and how the stones are moved onto
the intersections on the board by the two players, and each player's
objective is to occupy more territory than the other player and to
prevent the opposite player from gaining territory by surrounding and
capturing the opponent's stones. In contrast, chess pieces have
specific identities and roles and are moved according to specific
individual rules. The two games share common executive actions with
respect to spatial positioning, but the former is believed to require
more complex strategies than the latter (Atherton et al., 2003; Chen
et al., 2003). Two recent studies used functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) to investigate the effects of Baduk and chess (Atherton
et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2003). They found that both games activated
similar areas associated with the “game” condition, such as bilateral
activation in the pre-motor area of the frontal lobe as well as several
regions of the parietal and occipital lobes. These areas are engaged
during attention, spatial perception, imagery, mental rotation, and
mnemonic processes. The authors had initially hypothesized that both
games would involve a high degree of frontal lobe function, especially
in the so-called general intelligence domain, corresponding to the
lateral prefrontal cortex (Duncan et al., 2000; Sternberg, 2000).
However, the results indicated that neither game activated the g-
intelligence area; the games primarily activated spatial mechanisms
rather than logical and computational skills. The fMRI results showed
that Baduk's main effect was to facilitate right hemispheric domi-
nance, suggesting that it requires more human-specific skills than
does chess, which was associated with left-side dominance; this also
makes it more difficult to create computer programs for Baduk than
for chess (Barrett, 2002; Chen et al., 2003; Yoshikawa et al., 1999).
Nevertheless, it is necessary to consider structural changes in addition
to studies of functional development to clarify how Baduk affects
brain organization (Guye et al., 2008). Therefore, this study used
diffusion-tensor imaging to investigate how long-term Baduk training
affects white matter structural plasticity (Izhikevich and Edelman,
2008).

The objective of the study was to elucidate structural brain
development related to the cognitive components needed to play
Baduk, based on white matter neuroplastic changes. Because fractional
anisotropy (FA) values reveal the structural integrity and coherence of
whitematter tracts,we conductedvoxel-basedgroupanalyses on the FA
maps of diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI) between Baduk experts and
unskilled controls. This process helped us to clarify the developmental
course of the brain with regard to the underlying cognitions associated
with long-termBaduk training in order tomore fully understand human
cognitive mechanisms in terms of structural neuroplasticity, and to
assess thepossibility of usingmental trainingactivities suchasBaduk for
brain development (Bengtsson et al., 2005; Tang et al., 2007).

Materials and methods

Participants

A total of 17 experienced Baduk players (14 men, three women)
were recruited from the Korea Baduk Association. One woman's
diffusion-weighted volume was corrupted and therefore excluded
from analyses (see Image preprocessing and template preparation for
the detailed procedures used to exclude corrupted volume). All of the
remaining 16 players had trained for about 12 years (12±1.55); eight
were professional players and eight were still training. Professional
qualification for Baduk differs by country; in Korea, talented amateur
players may enroll as trainees in the Korea Baduk Association.
Through intense competition, six of these trainees attain professional
status each year. Professional rankings are classified into nine grades
(from 1 dan to 9 dan) based on achievement. These rankings are
distinct from amateur ratings and have analogous systems across
countries, which are generally recognized as equivalent levels. Most
professional players begin studying Baduk seriously as very young
children. A total of 19 normal controls (13 men, six women), who
were sex- and age-matched with those in the Baduk expert group
using chi-square testing, also participated for purposes of comparison.
However, we included more female controls than female experts
while remaining within the statistical limit (see Table 1); we followed
this procedure to minimize the effect of sex on the voxel-based
statistical analysis, using age and sex as covariates, because only two
female experts were included in this study (actually, most Baduk
experts are men). Only those subjects without special training in
Baduk, chess, or other similar board games, and without sufficient
interest in these games to play them frequently, were included in the
control group. All participants were right-handed. None of the
subjects had a history of neurological or psychiatric problems. The
study procedures were approved by the local institutional review
board, and written informed consent was obtained from all subjects
after the procedures had been fully explained.

MRI acquisition

Whole-brain diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance images were
obtained in 12 non-collinear gradient orientations using a single-shot
echo-planar imaging sequence on a 1.5-T SiemensMAGNETOM scanner
(Erlangen, Germany) with the following parameters: 112×128 acqui-
sitionmatrix, 2×2×2-mm3 voxels, 75 axial slices, slice thickness 2 mm,
and slice gap 0 mm. The FOV (field of view)=224×256 mm2, TE (echo
time)=83ms, and TR (repetition time)=9200 ms. The b-factor was
1000 s/mm2. Non-weighted baseline images (B0) were acquired 10
times and averaged to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

Image preprocessing and template preparation

The acquired DICOM images were converted to NIfTI format using
MRIConvert 2.0 (http://lcni.uoregon.edu/~jolinda/MRIConvert), and
the next preprocessing steps were performed using FDT v2.0 (FMRIB's
Diffusion Toolbox, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fdt/index.html)
and SPM5 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). Spatial distortions in
the diffusion-weighted images induced by eddy currents and simple
head motion were corrected using affine registration to the individual
B0 images. The eddy current corrected images were masked using the
binarized volume obtained by skull-stripping the B0 image using the
brain extraction tool of the FMRIB Software Library (BET, http://
www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/bet2/index.html) for application to the next
tensor calculating step. Diffusion tensor matrices were generated at
each voxel from the set of 12 diffusion-weighted images and one non-
diffusion weighted image, from which the three eigenvalues and
corresponding eigenvectors were computed. Next, FA maps were
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produced based on the three diffusivities indicated by the eigenvalues
and their mean (Basser and Jones, 2002; Jiang et al., 2006).
Additionally, gray matter (GM), white matter (WM), cerebro-spinal
fluid (CSF), and non-brain tissue were segmented for each partici-
pant's B0 volume in their native space using FMRIB's automated
segmentation tool (FAST, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fast4/
index.html), and the extracted GM and WM were utilized for the
subsequent template preparation. To prevent the inclusion of bad DTI
volumes in the subsequent procedures, we closely monitored all steps
of the preprocessing procedures, determined the appropriateness of
the orientation of local vectors in the V1 maps (e.g., vector maps
corresponding to the highest eigenvalue), and finally extracted 11
major fiber tracks (including the superior longitudinal fasciculus,
inferior longitudinal fasciculus, genu and splenium of the corpus
callosum, uncinate fasciculus, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, etc.)
according to previously proposed protocols (Wakana et al., 2007)
using the classical tracking algorithm implemented in MedINRIA
software (http://www-sop.inria.fr/asclepios/software/MedINRIA/).
After such scrutiny, only one volume, obtained from a female
expert, was excluded; this volume was excluded due to unacceptable
aspects of the orientations of the V1 map and the reconstructed fiber
tracks. This may have been attributable to an unexpected and
previously unrecognized problem that arose during the acquisition
of that volume.

To ensure that our data were matched accurately, we developed a
customized template using SPM5, based on previously described
optimized protocols (Càmara et al., 2007; Good et al., 2001). The
procedure for developing the optimized template consisted of three
steps. First, B0 images were normalized to the EPI-derived ICBM-152
(International Consortium for Brain Mapping) template and the
normalized images were smoothed with 8-mm full-width at half-
maximum (FWHM) and averaged for use as the initial template.
Second, B0 images were normalized again to the initial template, and
then the normalized images were segmented into GM, WM, and CSF/
non-brain tissues. Gray andwhitematters were extracted andmerged
after thresholding their probability maps above 0.8, and then the
extracted gray and white matter were smoothed with 12-mm FWHM
and thereafter averaged to become the G+W template. We applied
the values (8 and 12 mm, respectively) proposed by Good et al.
(2001) for the sizes of smoothing kernel during the aforementioned
two steps without loss of generality. Finally, individual gray andwhite
matter previously extracted in their native-space using FAST were
spatially normalized to the G+W template, and FA and B0 volumes
were normalized using the resulting deformation field. The final
normalized FA images were resliced to match the voxel size to
1×1×1-mm3 and then smoothed using 4-mm and 8-mm FWHM,
respectively, before statistical analysis (Jones et al., 2005). The two
results using 4-mm and 8-mm FWHM isotropic Gaussian kernels
revealed very similar spatial distributions, but we selected the results
from the 4-mm FWHM due to its superior spatial resolution (Càmara
et al., 2007). The WM mask was prepared for voxel-wise statistical
analyses by smoothing extracted WMs from this final normalized B0
and then averaging the voxel intensities. Throughout the complex
procedure involved in preparing for the optimized template, we
utilized anatomical information confined to the white and gray
matter, and the additional application of the WM mask in voxel-wise
tests was used to restrict the voxels to primarily WM areas, which is
consistent with the focus of this study. Therefore, the use of the WM
mask reduced the number of statistical comparisons and thereby
lowered the rate of false positives.

Statistical analysis

We assessed continuously distributed demographic variables
including age, education level, and IQ using independent t-tests, and
we used chi-square tests to compare categorical demographic data
such as gender and handedness between the expert and control
groups. Significance was set at pb0.05 (see Table 1).

Three-dimensional voxel-wise statistical tests were conducted
between the expert and control groups based on smoothed and
spatially normalized FA images using voxel-based procedures similar
to those used in our previously published study (Yoo et al., 2007).
However, to profoundly reduce the high risk of Type I error caused by
the large numbers of comparisons executed in three-dimensional
spaces, we performed this analysis in two steps. First, we conducted a
voxel-wise ANOVA in which the two groups served as the between-
subjects variable, and age and sex were covariates to reduce the well-
known age- and sex-related effects on white matter development
(Càmara et al., 2007; Choi et al., 2010). We performed separate
additional statistical analyses with IQ and education as covariates
because significant differences between expert and control groups
emerged with respect to these variables (see Table 1). We
thresholded the statistical map produced from this ANOVA using a
method modified from that developed by Baudewig et al. (Baudewig
et al., 2003) that has been used elsewhere for DTI voxel-based
analyses (Alexopoulos et al., 2008; Hoptman et al., 2008). We selected
clusters above 100 contiguous voxels (N100 mm3) with significant
group differences (pb0.05), combined with the additional constraint
that at least one voxel in the cluster must be significant at pb0.005 or
better. This combination of alpha-level and cluster size selection along
with the additional constraint of maximal voxel significance can
greatly eliminate Type I errors. Second, we conducted successive
voxel-wise t-tests with the same covariates for the “effects of interest”
clusters identified in the initial ANOVA. At this step, we raised the
threshold for significant group differences to pb0.01 with an
increased cluster size constraint of more than 200 voxels
(N200 mm3), and we tightened the maximum voxel significance to
pb0.001 to enhance specificity beyond that possible in the previous
step. This step can provide additional protection against Type I errors
(Hoptman et al., 2008). The voxel-based statistical procedures were
performed using SPM5 and additional operations were performed in
the MATLAB (Mathworks, USA) environment.

We identified and labeled all specific anatomical structures that
survived the statistical thresholding using the coordinate system of
the stereotaxic atlas for the human brain (Talairach and Tournoux,
1988) and the human white matter atlas (Mori et al., 2005). The final
statistical mapping images were overlaid over the canonical T1
template of a single subject with two cross-sectional (e.g., coronal and
sagittal sections) (Figs. 1 and 2) and volume-rendered images (Fig. 3).
In the figures, cross-sectional images are displayed according to
radiological convention, meaning that the right side of the image
corresponds to the left side of the brain. Tables 2 and 3 identify the
labels of regions corresponding to relatively definite white matter
tracts in parentheses next to the anatomical nomenclature of the
cortical structures.
Results

Demographic characteristics

Table 1 lists the differences in the demographic characteristics of
Baduk experts and controls. No significant group differences appeared
for gender (χ2=1.793, df=1, p=0.181). No significant group
difference appeared for age (mean±SD, 17.25±1.125 for Baduk
experts, 17.95±1.682 for controls; t=-1.460, df=31.530, p=0.154).
However, Baduk experts demonstrated slightly lower IQs than did
controls (mean±SD, 93.19± 10.42 for Baduk experts, 101.21±13.11
for controls; t=-2.016, df=32.910, p=0.052) as estimated by the
Korean version of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (K-WAIS)
(Kim and Lee, 1995), and a significant difference appeared between
the two groups for level of education (mean±SD, 10.44±1.209 for
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Baduk experts, 11.74±1.851 for controls; t=-2.492, df=31.239,
p=0.018).

Voxel-wise group difference maps

In the first voxel-wise analysis, using age and sex as covariates, the
expert group exhibited increased FA, as compared to controls, in many
regions of white matter (Fig. 1 and Table 2). In the frontal lobe, the
expert group exhibited FA increases in the rightmedial frontal gyrus (or
anterior cingulate), right superior frontal gyrus, right middle frontal
gyri, right inferior frontal gyri, and right insula, as compared with the
control group, indicating right-sided predominance. In contrast, in the
temporal lobe, increased FA values were observed in white matter
regions, including the left superior temporal gyrus and left inferior
temporal (or fusiform) gyrus, corresponding to posterior thalamic
radiation (PTR) and inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF), suggesting
left-sided predominance.Whenwe observed the limbic and subcortical
structures, Baduk experts exhibited increased FA values, as compared to
controls, in the right midcingulate/paracingulate gyri, the WM region
Fig. 1. The statistical images obtained by the two-step voxel-wise analysis, using age and sex as
detail). The cross-sectional representations are displayed by radiological conventionmeaning th
the regions of increased FA and blue color indicates the regions of decreased FA for the Baduk
near the right lenticular nucleus such as the globus pallidus, and WM
regions close to right claustrum/putamen and caudate body,
corresponding to superior thalamic radiation (STR) and anterior
thalamic radiation (ATR). The expert group also exhibited right-sided
predominance in these areas, similar to that in the frontal lobe. No areas
of theparietal and occipital lobes revealed any significant FA increases in
the Baduk experts, as compared to the controls. The expert group
exhibited decreased FA values, as compared to the control group, in
some smaller regions (Fig. 1 and Table 2): in the frontal areas, the right
orbito-frontal and right/left precental gyri (premotor areas), and in the
parietal lobe, the right precuneus (or superior parietal lobule, BA7).

The secondvoxel-wise analysis, using IQandeducation as covariates,
revealed distributions that were very similar to those discussed above
(Fig. 2 and Table 3). Compared to the control group, the expert group
showed increased FA in right frontal areas, including the superior frontal
gyrus (or anterior cingulate), medial frontal gyrus, middle frontal gyrus,
and inferior frontal gyrus (or insula) as well as in the left medial and
middle frontal WM areas. As in the previous analysis, the expert group
also demonstrated frontal right-hemispheric dominance. Similar to the
covariates, are overlaid over the canonical T1 template of a single subject (see the text for
at the right side of image corresponds to left side of brain and vice versa. Red color displays
expert group, as compared to the control group. (a) Coronal section and (b) axial section.



Fig. 1 (continued).
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first voxel-based analysis, the Baduk experts showed higher FA than
controls in left inferior temporal areas (including the fusiform gyrus). In
subcortical areas, experts showed higher FA than controls in the right
peri-lenticular WM regions near the globus pallidus, putamen and
thalamus. Unlike the aforementioned analysis using age and sex as
covariates, the present analysis showed that Baduk experts had
increased FA, compared with controls, in several parietal areas,
including the precuneus and postcentral gyrus of both hemispheres.
On the other hand, the expert group exhibited lower FA than did the
control group in frontal areas, including the right/left inferior frontal
gyri and the bilateral premotor areas as well as in parietal areas,
including the right precuneus and left inferior parietal lobule. In this
second analysis, additional decreased FA was found in the WM region
close to the right hippocampus (corresponding to the fornix and stria
terminalis) in Baduk experts, as compared to controls.

In the context of both voxel-based analyses, the right frontal/
subcortical areas and left temporal gyri that showed higher FA in
Baduk experts than controls, and the bilateral premotor areas and right
precuneus that showed lower FA in experts than controls, emerged as
the areas most affected by long-term Baduk training, after eliminating
age- and sex-related effects and neuropsychological influences
(reflected by IQ and education level), respectively. Comparing the
results of Tables 2 and 3, as well as those of Figs. 1 and 2, will help to
more definitely identify the common robust structures.

Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first DTI study to
investigate the structural brain development of WM tracts involved
during Baduk training. First, considering the robust areas common to
the results of two aforementioned voxel-based analyses, skilled
players exhibited increased FA in several regions, as compared to
controls, revealing multiple significant structures (Tables 2, 3 and
Figs. 1, 2): in the frontal lobe, the right medial frontal (or anterior
cingulate) WM, right middle frontal WM, right superior frontal WM
regions, and right peri-insula (or inferior frontal gyri) WM site; in the
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temporal lobe, the left inferior temporal or fusiform WM regions; in
subcortical regions, WM regions near the right lenticular nucleus
(including the putamen and globus pallidus) and other rightWM sites
near the caudate body/claustrum, corresponding to the anterior/
posterior limbs of the internal capsule. Compared with the control
group, Baduk experts exhibited decreased FA values in the following
regions: bilateral premoter WM regions and right precuneus WM
(Tables 2, 3 and Figs. 1, 2). Second, several specific areas emerged as
noteworthy from each voxel-wise analysis. In the first analysis, using
sex/age as covariates, the Baduk expert group demonstrated higher
FA in the cingulum in the right limbic lobe and lower FA in a right
orbito-frontal WM site than did the control group (Table 2 and Fig. 1).
In the second analysis, with IQ and education as covariates, the
experts showed increased FA in several areas belonging to the left
frontal and right/left parietal lobes, and decreased FA in the right/left
inferior frontal gyri and the peri-hippocampal WM in the limbic lobe
(Table 3 and Fig. 2). Generally, regions of increased FA suggested
right-sided predominance, especially in frontal and limbic/subcortical
Fig. 2. The statistical images obtained by the two-step voxel-wise analysis, using IQ and edu
the text for detail). The cross-sectional representations are displayed by radiological convent
Red color displays the regions of increased FA and blue color indicates the regions of decreas
and (b) axial section.
areas; these results differ from previous fMRI data related to Baduk
(Chen et al., 2003) that showed prominent right lateralization in
parietal areas. However, temporal regions were characterized by
increased FA in left-side areas compared with right-side areas.

The DTI results showing prominent frontal regions of increased FA
indicate that, compared with the control group, the Baduk experts have
highly developed cognitive functions associated with the frontal brain
such as attentional control, encoding/maintenance/retrieval of mem-
ory processes, problem solving, and other executive functions. Many
studies have shown that prefrontal areas are closely linkedwith anterior
cingulate (Bundesen et al., 2002; Kondo et al., 2004; Schlösser et al.,
2006) or subcortical areas (Bundesen et al., 2002;McNab andKlingberg,
2008; Monchi et al., 2006) or both (Anderson et al., 2008; Parris et al.,
2007) in service of the attentional modulations or executive control
related to many cognitive processes including working memory tasks.
Our DTI results revealed increased FA in several frontal sites, including
pericallosal WMs extending to the frontal lobe and connecting both
hemispheres, areas in the right cingulum bundle that carry connections
cation as covariates, are overlaid over the canonical T1 template of a single subject (see
ion meaning that the right side of image corresponds to left side of brain and vice versa.
ed FA for the Baduk expert group, as compared to the control group. (a) Coronal section
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spreading from the cingulate gyri (Mori et al., 2005), and several right
subcortical WM regions near the globus pallidum, putamen, and
caudate body, suggesting that fronto-cingulo-striatal regulatory struc-
tures are better developed in expert Baduk players than in controls.

Our results also revealed that Baduk players exhibited increased FA
values in inferior temporal or fusiform regions (including the ILF), which
are associated with perceiving/manipulating visuo-spatial information
(Cabeza and Nyberg, 2000) and shifting attentional focus in spatial
attention tasks (Gitelman et al., 1999; Weidner et al., 2009) (Fig. 3a). De
Rover et al. (2008) conducted an fMRI study and found that during
spatial-associative memory retrieval, activation was enhanced in higher-
order visual regions such as the fusiform gyrus, the lingual gyrus, and the
cuneus, whereas temporal-associative retrieval strategies tended to
elevate activity in the globus pallidus and the thalamus. Several other
studies have reported fronto-striato-thalamic involvement in time-
related processes (Ferrandez et al., 2003; Hinton and Meck, 2004).
Within the context of these results, our finding that Baduk experts had
increased FAs in temporal areas (including left inferior temporal regions
or left fusiform gyri), as well as in fronto-striato-perithalamic regions,
supports the hypothesis that Baduk experts utilize temporal strategies in
addition to spatial strategies, such as object identification, during Baduk
game play. A previous fMRI study of recognitionmemory in chess players
reported a similar spatial distribution to that found in our DTI study; it
found that activity in the temporal lobe including the fusiform gyrus,
parahippocampal gyrus, and inferior temporal gyrus, executed the role of
long-termmemorychunks (or templates)of domain-specific information
related to chess, thereby improving the expertise of chess players
(Campitelli et al., 2007).

Ourfindings of a consistentdecreaseof FA in thebilateraldorsolateral
premotor areas as well as in the right parietal lobes of the Baduk expert
group suggest that Baduk experts are less dependent on working
memory load than are controls (Owen et al., 2005) (Fig. 3b). In terms of
the less important, but nonetheless interesting areas, the results of the
first statistical analysis showed that Baduk experts exhibited an isolated



Fig. 3. Two characteristic areas regarding long-tem Baduk training, that were common to the separate results from two statistical analyses using different covariates, are volume-
rendered on the canonical T1 template. Left inferior temporal gyrus with increase FA in Baduk experts compared to controls (a) and bilateral premotor WM areas with lower FA in
Baduk experts than controls (b).
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decrease of FA in the right orbito-frontal area,which, togetherwith other
frontal sites, is related to self-monitoring andemotionalprocessing(Beer
et al., 2006). Decreased FA in this areamay reflect a diminished need for
self-regulatory effort with regard to behavioral and emotional controls
as a result of long-termmental training (Banks et al., 2007; Coccaro et al.,
2007). In addition, the specific results of the second analysis showed
decreased FA in theWMregion close to thehippocampus. According to a
magnetoencephalic study about chess game (Amidzic et al., 2001),
amateur players utilized the hippocampus/medial temporal lobe, which
suggests the processing of elementary information, whereas chess
Table 2
Regions of FA differences between Baduk expert and control groups obtained by voxel-wis

Hemisphere Anatomical structure

ExpertsNControls
Frontal lobe

Right Medial frontal gyrus/anterior cingulate (lateral to genu of CC
Right Superior frontal gyrus/anterior cingulate (anterior part of CC
Right Middle frontal gyrus, BA6
Right Middle frontal gyrus
Right Middle frontal sub-gyral (SCR)
Right Middle frontal gyrus/inferior frontal gyrus, triangular part
Right Insula/inferior frontal gyrus, opercular part

Temporal lobe
Left Superior temporal sub-gyral (RLIC, PTR)
Left Inferior temporal gyrus/fusiform gyrus, BA20 (SS, ILF)

Limbic lobe
Right Midcingulate/paracingulate gyrus (CG)

Subcortical regions
Right Globus pallidus (PLIC, STR)
Right Extra-nuclear/caudate body (PLIC, STR)
Right Putamen/claustrum (ALIC, CPT/ATR)

ExpertsbControls
Frontal lobe

Right Orbitofrontal sub-gyral (UNC)
Right Precentral gyrus
Left Precentral gyrus

Parietal lobe
Right Precuneus/superior parietal lobule, BA7 (PCR, CC/PTR)

Note. aTalairach coordinate represents peak of cluster (+x=right, +y=anterior, +z=su
radiata, ATR=anterior thalamic radiation, STR=superior thalamic radiation, PTR=posteri
internal capsule, RLIC=retrolenticular limb of internal capsule, CPT=cerebro-pontine
UNC=uncinate fasciculus. ExpertsNControls: the regions of higher FA in Baduk expert group
group as compared to control group.
experts demonstrated the activation in the frontal lobe, intimating
higher-order reasoning and the utilization of expert memory chunks
drawn from well-organized memory stores of chess knowledge.
Similarly, our finding indicates that Baduk experts develop frontal
areas primarily, and that non-experts use hippocampal structures for
information processing during Baduk play.

Taken together, the results of ourDTI studyof Baduk experts revealed
many interesting findings from the standpoint of structural neurodeve-
lopment. First, Baduk experts appear to have developed right-side
dominant fronto-striatal mechanisms with increased WM connections,
e statistical procedures with age and sex as covariates.

Cluster size
(mm3)

Talairach coordinatea

x y z

) 295 11 41 19
) 1424 24 43 25

323 33 12 45
243 38 44 14
409 28 -12 40
222 41 22 28
230 37 19 13

208 -34 -37 6
420 -43 -10 -26

263 11 -2 37

382 11 -2 1
496 23 -19 24

1118 27 7 19

200 15 34 -15
266 30 -20 40
480 -37 -15 46

341 22 -56 49

perior). CC=corpus callosum, SCR=superior corona radiata, PCR=posterior corona
or thalamic radiation, ALIC=anterior limb of internal capsule, PLIC=posterior limb of
tract, SS=sagittal stratum, ILF=inferior longitudinal fasciculus, CG=cingulum,

as compared to control group, ExpertsbControls: the regions of lower FA in Baduk expert



Table 3
Regions of FA differences between Baduk expert and control groups obtained by voxel-wise statistical procedures with IQ and education period as covariates.

Hemisphere Anatomical structure Cluster size
(mm3)

Talairach coordinatea

x y z

ExpertsNControls
Frontal lobe
Right Superior frontal gyrus/anterior cingulate

(anterior part of CC) (including broad areas
of medial frontal gyrus/anterior cingulate (CC),
middle frontal gyrus and inferior frontal gyrus/insula)

2674 24 44 25

Right Middle frontal gyrus, BA6 203 32 12 45
Right Middle frontal sub-gyral (SCR) 285 27 -13 41
Left Medial frontal gyrus (CC/CG ) 210 -7 58 20
Left Middle frontal gyrus (ACR, CC/ATR ) 284 -28 45 2
Left Middle frontal sub-gyral (SCR) 320 -29 -1 39

Temporal lobe
Left Inferior temporal gyrus/fusiform gyrus, BA20 (SS, ILF) 317 -43 -10 -26
Left Inferior temporal gyrus (SS,ILF) 201 -57 -19 -21

Parietal lobe
Right Precuneus (SCR, CC) 316 19 -45 49
Right Postcentral gyrus 403 38 -32 62
Left Precuneus (SLF) 341 -35 -67 39

Subcortical regions
Right Globus pallidus (PLIC, STR) 689 11 -2 1

(including areas near putamen/thalamus)
Right Putamen/claustrum (ALIC, CPT/ATR) 1120 27 7 19

ExpertsbControls
Frontal lobe
Right Inferior frontal gyrus, triangular part (ACR, UNC ) 274 37 26 2
Right Precentral gyrus 284 33 -18 45
Left Inferior frontal gyrus (SLF ) 201 -53 20 18
Left Precentral gyrus 421 -37 -15 46

Parietal lobe
Right Precuneus/superior parietal lobule, BA7 (PCR, CC/PTR) 417 22 -56 49
Left Inferior parietal lobule/supramarginal or angular gyrus 259 -31 -52 40

Limbic lobe
Right Hippocampus/arahippocampal gyrus (Fx/St) 281 18 -36 5

Note. aTalairach coordinate represents peak of cluster (+x=right, +y=anterior, +z=superior). CC=corpus callosum, ACR=anterior corona radiata, SCR=superior corona
radiata, PCR=posterior corona radiata, ATR=anterior thalamic radiation, STR=superior thalamic radiation, PTR=posterior thalamic radiation, ALIC=anterior limb of internal
capsule, PLIC=posterior limb of internal capsule, CPT=cerebro-pontine tract, SS=sagittal stratum, SLF=superior longitudinal fasciculus, ILF=inferior longitudinal fasciculus,
CG=cingulum, UNC=uncinate fasciculus, Fx=fornix, St=stria terminalis. ExpertsNControls: the regions of higher FA in Baduk expert group as compared to control group,
ExpertsbControls: the regions of lower FA in Baduk expert group as compared to control group.
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as reflected by increased FA. In addition, Baduk experts exhibited
increased FA in inferior temporal regions compared to controls (Fig. 3a),
whereas controls exhibited increased FA in bilateral premotor areas and
parietal sites, compared to experts (Figs. 1, 2, and 3b). These findings
suggest that Baduk experts tend to developmemory chunks (Campitelli
et al., 2007), and that controls tend to develop load-dependent memory
capacity (Owen et al., 2005). Therefore, inexperienced controls tend to
utilize premotor and parietal areas to execute their tasks, and Baduk
training appears to shift core structures to the right-side dominant
fronto-striatal circuit and temporal areas for information processing.

Historically, many debates have been hotly undertaken regarding
the basis of exceptional talents in numerousfields, such asmusic, sports,
mathematics, chess, and so on (Ericsson et al., 2009). In common
parlance, talent has typically implied innateness, which was supported
by genetic studies using large numbers of twin pairs about high-level
cognitive abilities and exceptional performances in other areas (Coon
and Carey, 1989; Haworth et al., 2009). On the other hand, many recent
studies have asserted that adaptation to continuous and extensive
practice, along with well-organized teaching and a supportive environ-
ment, ismore critical to the achievement of expert performances than is
activation of special genes (Ericsson et al., 2009). However, talented
individuals in many fields, including music and sports, tend to be
identified early and nurtured from childhood, which makes the effects
of genes and extensive practice indistinguishable from each other
(Bengtsson et al., 2005). Because all the Baduk experts recruited for this
study also started training very young, it is possible that innate factors
influenced our selection of the Baduk experts. Along these lines, a report
on the navigating talents of London taxi drivers attributed these skills to
extensive trainingduring adulthood (Woollett et al., 2009).Usingvoxel-
based measures on structural brain MRI data, the authors revealed that
the expertise acquired in adulthood can cause significant changes in
gray matter volume as well as in neuropsychological profiles. Likewise,
additional investigations of long-term Baduk players whose training
began after adolescence period will be necessary to more precisely
control for the genetic influences on Baduk expertise.

Some aspects of our findings remain subject to careful consideration.
First, our subject populationwas small, whichmight reduce its statistical
power. However, it is difficult to collect DTI data for Baduk experts, so our
findings may still be valuable as a survey on the effects of Baduk training
on structural changes in the brain. Second, structural information such as
that provided by DTI scanning can be coupled with functional analysis
such as fMRI to clarify the anatomo-functional network for neural
functions (Casey et al., 2000; Guye et al., 2008). To this end, we are
currently preparing to analyze fMRI data about working memory
obtained from the same expert participants. In addition, the combined
analysis of the twomodalities should yield comprehensive results. Third,
with regard to the demographic features of our subjects (Table 1), we
found significant group differences in level of education (approximately
1 year, t=-2.492, df=31.239, p=0.018) and in estimated IQ scores
(t=-2.016, df=32.910, p=0.052). Baduk players might tend to
concentrate on their training rather than on formal education, even as
early as childhood. The relatively shorter period of formal education
might be partially responsible for the fact that Baduk players tended to
score somewhat lower on IQ scores than did the control group (Pearson's
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correlation coefficient between IQ and education was 0.285, with
p=0.097). However, more importantly, several studies have investigat-
ed the association between superior expertise and neuropsychological
factors. Many studies have reported on the relationship between autistic
traits (including impairments in social cognition andexecutive functions)
and savant skills (Happé and Vital, 2009). In addition, one interesting
study investigated the cognitive costs associated with the expertise
which was acquired in adulthood. According to Woollett et al. (2009)
London taxi drivers with navigational expertise obtained from extensive
training during adulthood performedmore poorly in spatialmemory and
anterograde associative memory tests, in spite of increased posterior
hippocampal volumes. Theyalso asserted that cognitive factors improved
and posterior hippocampal volumes decreased in the retried taxi drivers.
Nonetheless, it seems that their studywas not able to completely exclude
genetic effects. Taken together, the lower levels of IQ among Baduk
experts than among controls may have been influenced by the
assumptive innate neuropsychological traits of the selected group or
may be related to the neurocognitive deficits caused during extensive
training in this area of expertise. However, additional comprehensive and
multi-dimensional analyses, including neuropsychological tests and
longitudinal studies, must be performed to completely understand the
complex neuro-developmental course and cognitive evolution involved
in long-term Baduk training. Despite these considerations, our findings
revealed that Baduk training appears to have a significant effect on the
brain over long periods of training given that significantWMconsistency
emerged from the results of the voxel-based statistical analyses after
eliminating such potentially confounding effects.

Conclusions

The results of our study revealed that Baduk experts develop
structural fronto–cingulo–striato–thalamic connectivity, as evidenced
by increased FA of WM tracts, as compared with those of non-experts.
These structures are associated with cognitive processes that include
spatial perception, attention, working memory, executive control, and
problem solving (Chen et al., 2003). In addition, the experts' increased FA
in inferior temporal areas indicates that, unlike the situation in controls,
task-specific templates had developed in experts' neural mechanisms,
enabling the efficient operation of tasks related to playing Baduk (de
Rover et al., 2008). Right hemispheric dominance in Baduk experts also
suggests that the involved tasks are mainly spatial processes (Thomason
et al., 2009). Therefore, this study demonstrated that brain training, such
as that required to becomeanexpert Badukplayer,might cause structural
changes in the brain that are particularly helpful with regard to engaging
in such foundational tasks as learning, abstract reasoning, problem-
solving, and self-control.
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